Usability testing of the iPhone app to improve pain assessment for older adults with cognitive impairment (pre-hospital setting): A qualitative study
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ABSTRACT

Objectives
Pain assessment in older adults with cognitive impairment is often challenging and paramedics are not given sufficient tools/training to assess pain. The development of a mobile app may improve pain assessment and management, in this vulnerable population. We conducted usability testing of a newly developed iPhone pain assessment application with potential users, in this case as a tool for clinical paramedic practice to improve pain assessment of older adults with cognitive impairment.

Methods
We conducted usability testing with paramedic students and a Delphi panel of qualified paramedics. Participants studied the app and paper-based algorithm from which the app was developed. The potential use for the app was discussed. Usability testing focus groups were recorded, transcribed verbatim, and analysed using a thematic approach. Proposed recommendations were disseminated to the Delphi panel who reviewed and confirmed them.

Results
Twenty-four paramedic students from two UK ambulance services participated in the focus groups. Usability of the app and its potential were viewed positively. Recommended changes to the app were grouped into the following areas: Overall opinion of the app for use in paramedic services; incorporating technological into the health care setting; improving knowledge and governance; and alternative uses. Sub-themes were identified and are presented.

Discussion
Our results indicate that the pain assessment app constitutes a potentially useful tool in the pre-hospital setting. By providing access to a tool specifically developed to help identify/assess pain in a user-friendly format, paramedics are likely to have increased knowledge and confidence in assessing pain in patients with dementia.
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INTRODUCTION

The past century has seen an increase in life expectancy (1) and for the first time people aged >60 years outnumber those <16 years (2). By 2035, we anticipate that 5% of the total UK population will be the “oldest old” (2) and this demographic shift is consistent across the world (3).

With increasing age we have an increasing number of diseases of old age, e.g., dementia. Globally, dementia affects approximately 35.6 million people (3) and an estimated 7.3 million adults affected reside in Europe (4). Further, it is estimated that the prevalence of dementia will double every 20 years (5), two thirds of people with dementia live in the community and one third in care homes. There is also evidence that the prevalence of pain increases with age, particularly disabling pain or pain sufficient to interfere with day to day living (6, 7, 8). We can therefore assume that pain is present in many older adults, and those with dementia are unlikely to be the exception.

Although pain becomes increasingly common with increasing age there is limited research to inform its assessment and management of pain in those >65 years, particularly those with dementia. Evidence suggests that this group may not receive adequate assessment of pain (9) and pain that is assessed is frequently under-treated or poorly managed (9, 10, 11). However, this is compounded by the fact that they are less likely to communicate their pain in a language which we can understand (12).

With an ageing population who are likely to remain within their own homes it can be assumed that older adults will be seen more regularly in the paramedic setting. Pain management in the paramedic setting is increasingly important in the UK where 80% of patients present with pain-related complaints (13). Paramedics report barriers to providing adequate pain relief, including: concerns about patient accuracy in pain report; and the effect of analgesia interfering with clinical assessments. Furthermore, paramedics report that patients with cognitive impairments can have difficulties communicating their pain, and that pain may be ignored, overlooked or mistaken for challenging behaviour in this population of patients (14).

Currently national clinical guidelines for paramedics recommend the Verbal Numeric Rating Score (VNRS) and Wong-Baker FACES Scale to assess pain. However, these scales do not account for patients who have difficulty communicating. This increasing demand for support for pain management and assessment can only be met with appropriate and effective techniques for pain management. Those in the health and care services should consider the use of technology-enabled products, services and systems as one way of improving successful and efficient management of pain in older persons.

Pain assessment in adults with cognitive impairment is hampered by communication difficulties, on the part of the adult, and limited access to assessment tools by paramedic staff. It is well documented that poor pain assessment leads to poor pain management and consequently serious adverse effects (15). With an increasing use of smartphones, it is becoming increasingly popular to download phone applications (apps). A recent review of pain apps (16) found 111 available apps across the major mobile platforms. The investigators included apps if they focused on pain education, pain management or pain relief, and were not specifically aimed at health care professionals. There was limited health care professional or key stakeholder involvement in the development of the apps (86% reported no involvement). All pain apps
offered the promise of pain relief however few contained evidence-based pain management features or had been evaluated in practice settings.

Palermo et al (17) published a special series providing a contemporary overview of technology-assisted self-management interventions for chronic pain in adults. In this review, the investigators rated the functionality of 279 apps, most of the apps provided self-monitoring or pain education, and were designed without any input from healthcare professionals. Despite an increasing numbers of smartphone applications for the management of pain, few apps include standardised pain measurement tools (18). Standardised tools are developed based on evidence-based best practice, and therefore should be included in any application for the management or assessment of pain.

While there is a growing evidence base regarding pain specific apps, existing apps predominantly focus on pain management as opposed to assessment; are not designed with input from key stakeholders or users; are not evaluated in practice; and do not specifically target paramedics. Therefore, the aim of this study was to complete usability testing of a newly developed iPhone pain assessment application, for use in the pre-hospital (i.e. paramedic) environment. Specific study objectives include:

a) Conducting usability testing of the app to assess pain in adults with dementia treated by paramedics
b) Evaluating the appropriateness of the algorithm incorporated in the app as a flow chart for pain assessment to be used in adults with dementia
c) Identifying any areas for development within the pain app and improve user interaction
d) Responding to recommendations made by the clinical teams and work with computing science experts to carry out any required modifications

METHODS
The iPhone pain assessment app was initially developed in collaboration with the Computing and Mathematical Sciences (CMS) department at the University of Greenwich. [See Figure 1 for screenshot].
The pain assessment app was designed based on the Abbey Pain Scale (19), a one-minute pain assessment tool for people with end-stage dementia. The app therefore brings the user through the Abbey pain scale, see Figure 2 for the original.

**Abbey Pain Scale**  
For measurement of pain in people with dementia who cannot verbalise.

**How to use scale:** While observing the resident, score questions 1 to 6

| Name of resident: | ................................................................. |
| Name and designation of person completing the scale: | ........................................... |
| Date: | ........................................... |
| Time: | ........................................... |
| Latest pain relief given was: | ........................................... |

| Q1. Vocalisation  
eg: whimpering, groaning, crying | Q1 |
| Absent 0 | Mild 1 | Moderate 2 | Severe 3 |

| Q2. Facial expression  
eg: looking tense, frowning, grimacing, looking frightened | Q2 |
| Absent 0 | Mild 1 | Moderate 2 | Severe 3 |

| Q3. Change in body language  
eg: fidgeting, rocking, guarding part of body, withdrawn | Q3 |
| Absent 0 | Mild 1 | Moderate 2 | Severe 3 |

| Q4. Behavioural Change  
eg: increased confusion, refusing to eat, alteration in usual patterns | Q4 |
| Absent 0 | Mild 1 | Moderate 2 | Severe 3 |

| Q5. Physiological change  
eg: temperature, pulse or blood pressure outside normal limits, perspiring, flushing or pallor | Q5 |
| Absent 0 | Mild 1 | Moderate 2 | Severe 3 |

| Q6. Physical changes  
eg: skin tears, pressure areas, arthritis, contractures, previous injuries | Q6 |
| Absent 0 | Mild 1 | Moderate 2 | Severe 3 |

**Add scores for 1 – 6 and record here**

Now tick the box that matches the Total Pain Score

| 0 – 2 | 3 – 7 | 8 – 13 | 14+ |
| No pain | Mild | Moderate | Severe |

**Finally, tick the box which matches the type of pain**

| Chronic | Acute | Acute on Chronic |

Dementia Care Australia Pty Ltd  
Website: [www.dementiacaraustralia.com](http://www.dementiacaraustralia.com)

Abbey, J; De Bella, A; Piller, N; Esterman, A; Giles, L; Parker, D and Lowcay, B.  
Funded by the JH & JD Gunn Medical Research Foundation 1991 – 2012  
(This document may be reproduced with this acknowledgment retained)
For a demonstration of the pain app please see: https://youtu.be/Vr14TPw6i6Y.

The current project was conducted in two Phases as follows:

**Phase I: Usability testing**

We set out to explore the usability of the pain assessment app as a tool for the assessment of pain in adults with dementia within the paramedic setting, employing a qualitative usability testing approach.

*Setting and sample:* Usability was tested in focus groups across South London Ambulance Service NHS Trust (LAS) and South East Coast Ambulance Service NHS Foundation Trust (SECAmb), with trainee paramedics, to obtain their views and recommendations regarding the app. Participants were recruited through previously formed links with paramedics services, paramedic trainees were selected as the authors had worked with the paramedic team at the University of Greenwich and they therefore constitute a convenience sample. We aimed to recruit four focus groups in total, two groups from each of the paramedic services of interest.

*Design:* In-depth focus groups were conducted to obtain rich data regarding participants’ opinions on the usability of the app and their ideas for changes, how best to implement the app, and the practicalities of using it in the paramedic setting.

*Procedure and data collection:* Participants were first shown the pain assessment app on iPads along with a brief presentation and printouts of the algorithm (see appendix 1). Participants were then asked to work their way through the app, trialling out different routes and to think out loud about their likes, dislikes and difficulties with the app. Focus group facilitators followed an interview schedule to help guide the discussion, starting with general questions on current assessment of pain in older adults. The facilitators included the project manager and two senior lecturers in paramedic science. Subsequent questions were aimed at drawing out the participants’ opinions on the app and its suitability for use in practice, followed by more direct questions related to changes and recommendations. See Table 1 for the topic guide.
Table 1. Focus group topic guide

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Probing questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>How do you currently assess pain in older adults?</td>
<td>What pain assessment tools do you use, if any?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you find it difficult to assess pain in older adults?</td>
<td>If yes, Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If no, Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are your general thoughts on using the Pain assessment App?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you find the use of a Pain assessment App appropriate in practice?</td>
<td>If yes, Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If no, Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you be likely to use this App in your everyday practice?</td>
<td>If yes, Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROMPT: In what way do you think this App would benefit your practice / patients?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are there specific changes you would make to the App?</td>
<td>If yes, what?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROMPT: Appearance; Ease of use; Wording; Structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend the App to other paramedics?</td>
<td>If yes, Why?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If no, Why not?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is there anything else you would like to say about the App?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis: Analyses were carried out according to the tenets of theoretical thematic analysis (20). The method has been widely used across the social, behavioural and more applied (clinical, health, education) sciences. In line with Braun and Clark (21) a six-phase approach was adopted which involved two independent researchers and the following stages:

Researchers familiarised themselves with the data
Audiotaped usability interviews were transcribed verbatim. While both independent researchers were involved in the data collection the first stage was to read the data again, the transcripts were read and
searched for meaning or patterns, transcripts were read twice by each of the researchers to immerse and familiarise themselves with their content.

**Generating initial codes**
Once familiarised, researchers worked systematically through the usability data, and identified important features and recurring aspects of data items. This was done manually by adding notes to the text to highlight potential patterns. Extracts of the data were copied into a separate word document and grouped together accordingly, with the broader context around each extract kept to ensure data was interpreted correctly.

**Searching for themes**
This phase involved examining codes and collated data to identify significant broader patterns of meaning (potential themes). Individual themes were identified but also overlapping and related themes. This was on a separate document where the extracts could be moved around to understand the “story” behind the data. At this stage researchers identified the main themes and sub-themes.

**Reviewing themes**
This phase involved checking the candidate themes against the dataset, to confirm that they told a convincing story of the data, and one that answered the research aims. In this phase, themes are typically refined, which sometimes involves them being split, combined, or discarded. At this stage if data did not fit well within a theme the researchers had an opportunity to rethink the themes and go back to the initial coding. Once researchers were satisfied that the themes accurately captured the data they moved on to the next stage, where they compared each of their independent themes to ensure both were similar.

**Defining and naming themes**
This phase involved developing a detailed analysis of each theme, working out the scope and focus of each theme, determining the ‘story’ of each. It also involved deciding on an informative name for each theme.

**Writing up**
This final phase involved weaving together the analytic narrative and data extracts.

**Phase II: Delphi panel of paramedic experts**
Following initial usability testing, Phase II aimed to take the proposed recommendations and further assess these using an expert panel of trained paramedics, with a goal of developing the app for implementation and evaluation within a larger scale study at a later date.

*Setting and sample:* The Delphi Panel members were recruited through links provided by co-investigator Matthew Lane, a senior lecturer in Paramedic Sciences within the University of Greenwich. The panel was composed of fully trained paramedics working as training officers, lecturers, or senior lecturer practitioners within LAS and SECAmb, and represented a convenience sample.
Design: The key recommendations collected from Phase I were separated into themes and sent to the Delphi panel over email. Emails were sent individually to each panel member to ensure results remained anonymous.

Procedure and data collection: This process involved two rounds, firstly panel members were sent the full list of recommended changes from Phase I and were asked to select, for each of the recommendations made, whether these were of low, medium or high priority. These were then returned via email or in person to the lead researcher. Following receipt of these, the answers were then summarised and sent back, anonymously, to the panel to ask for any further responses based on the feedback received from the whole panel.

Analysis: The final key recommendations for incorporating into the updated app were chosen based on those where more than 50% of the Delphi panel had selected them as medium or high priority for change.

Informed consent
Written informed consent was obtained from all participants and participants were offered £15 worth of high street vouchers as an incentive to participate.

ETHICAL APPROVAL
Ethical approval was received through the internal University of Greenwich Research Ethics Committee (UREC).
RESULTS

Phase I: Focus groups with paramedics in training

Demographic characteristics of the study sample
Across two paramedic services (SECAmb and LAS) a total of 24 paramedic students attended focus groups. Four focus groups were conducted with an average of 6 participants in each group. Participating students included 11 (46%) females and 13 (54%) males who were all in their final year of paramedic training.

The key topics raised were classified into discrete themes and included: Overall opinion of the app for use in paramedic services; incorporating technology into the clinical setting; improving knowledge and governance; and alternative uses. A number of sub-themes were also identified and are discussed below.

In the quotes provided below (italicized text) the first number represents the focus group and the second number represents the participants, for example, P3.7 is the third focus group and participant number 7.

Overall opinion of the app for use in paramedic services

Need for improved pain assessment in paramedic services
The overall opinion of the iPhone pain assessment app and its potential to improve both assessment, and subsequent management of pain in older adults with cognitive impairment, was very positive. The participants identified the need, within paramedic services, for something that would help them in assessing pain in older adults with cognitive impairment.

P3.7 I actually think it is a really useful tool, I think it fills a gap where there is currently no way of assessing objectively people who have difficulty with communication or can’t communicate at all

P4.5 I think we take a lot of people to hospital, particularly dementia patients, because we can’t assess them properly….I think we often just cart dementia patients off to hospital because we don’t feel comfortable enough assessing them properly…..I think yes it (the app) could help

Participants were also keen to recommend the use of the app to others in practice.

P3.7 I think it makes us more mindful of the different ways that people with communicative difficulties express their pain, so for that reason I think it’s really good and would recommend it

Older adults are often stoic
The app was identified as particularly beneficial as participants reported they find older adults are often stoic and do not like to create a fuss regarding their pain, therefore often do not speak up when in pain and decline pain relief.
P3.4 when you’ve got an older person who you say “do you want any pain relief?” they decline it, but because they’re not kicking up a fuss it is almost quite easy to forget about the fact that they might be in pain…for someone older, it’s almost quite easy to overlook in some instances

Incorporating technology into the paramedic setting

Use of technology in a paramedic setting

There were repeated concerns around the usability of an iPad or similar device within the paramedic setting and whether it is professional to use an iPad in practice, particularly when they are not widely used.

P4.7 I think it might be quite hard for an ambulance paramedic to actually get out a tablet or get out a phone……and also people in the ambulance service aren’t used to technology

P1.7 I think it very much depends on the patient, because for some people if you were to bring out a phone or something like that I think they would find it inappropriate

Support and training required to facilitate incorporation of technology in health setting

In addition to use of technology in the paramedic setting identified as challenging, participants felt that paramedic services do not provide adequate support to their staff to allow them the opportunity to use such an app in current practice.

P4.7 At the moment no because the infrastructure around it (using technology)….. isn’t there

P4.5 I think there’s a feeling among a lot of people that we are using our own phones and things that they are wanting us to do, and they do nothing to support that

Integrating into current technology

A solution to these challenges presented above was the suggestion to integrate the app within Paramedics current electronic patient report form (PRF), which are being rolled out across some trusts.

P4.4 I think it would be good if we had electronic PRF’s…when you’re doing that you would do a pain score, you would click the pain bit and it would come up with this assessment

P3.2 I still don’t think having it on an iPad is appropriate, but I think if you were using a digital PRF or, if that was encompassed in some sort of digital PRF system, that would be really good

Specific app based changes

These were changes that were indicated as essential to improving usability of the app.
Rewording of app questions
These were predominantly minor changes with understanding the questions from the pain scale once transferred to the app. For example, amending some of the questions where wording did not correspond with pain scales within the app.

Alternative pain scales
There were a number of suggestions made regarding the inclusion of alternative pain scales, including temperature colours on the thermometer to indicate increasing pain, and the Wong Baker Faces scale due to participants’ familiarity with them.

P1.5 possibly the Wong Baker, we’re all familiar with that, I’ve used that with dementia patients and it’s not in a patronising manner, and I actually think it works effectively, so I don’t know if that can be incorporated somewhat into it

Practical changes
There were also practical changes put forward to make the app more intuitive, in particular the location of the “next” and “back” buttons and the correction of some links.

An interesting idea that was raised was to investigate the use of a GPS system within the app that would allow identification of local care pathways and what is available in the geographical area the paramedic is working in.

Improving knowledge and governance

Increasing awareness
While some participants were not sure how regularly they would personally use the app, many felt that it would encourage paramedics to think more carefully about the issue of pain assessment in older adults with cognitive impairment, and therefore increase their awareness of the topic.

P4.5 get more maybe out of just having an awareness, from doing something like this (focus group), of knowing that pain assessment might be an issue with an elderly person who can’t communicate

P3.3 some of the questions made us think a bit about, do we assess these things?

Training needs
While the app was generally welcomed by all participants, a key point raised was the need for additional training within current paramedic practice regarding how to assess pain in the older adult with cognitive impairment.

P1.3 Definite guidance is going to be needed, a lot of this is going to be about guidance… I think general pain management guidance is needed out on the road
P1.5 I think there needs to be some training package…and get everyone to look at this (algorithm), get everyone to understand all of the outcomes, all of the possible pathways

Method of clinical governance
A key issue raised was that use of a pain assessment app can provide staff with rationale for actions they take with regards to pain management, it therefore can act as a method of clinical governance.

P2.1 if there’s a box to say that we used this pain app to help assess the pain, so they know we used our clinical judgement as well as something else…sometimes you have to try and justify why you gave a treatment to somebody or why you didn’t, and if this was approved and this helps you get to whatever treatment you did or didn’t provide, then it will be good

Alternative uses of the app
Finally, there were suggestions made with regards to how else the app might be used, some participants felt it would benefit from being trust specific and from the inclusion of a summary at the end that could then allow for a re-calculation of the pain score following pain management intervention.

While others were keen to utilize the paper based algorithm itself rather than the app, which they felt was more appropriate for use in clinical practice.

P3.3 personally the app for me no, however I do like the algorithm…so I’d probably look at that and take that and use it in my practice now…I think, the actual algorithm is a handy tool, but to actually have an app to use in practice, to me personally, doesn’t look very professional

Phase II: Delphi panel of paramedic experts
The Delphi expert panel included 7 trained paramedics, 6 males (86%) and 1 female (14%).

Areas of the app identified for development, following recommendations from the focus groups, were then sent to the Delphi panel to identify those of highest priority. There were 43 recommendations in total received across the focus groups (see Appendix 1), of these 20 were identified as either of medium or high priority by the Delphi panel. The majority of these recommendations did not relate to changes to the app itself, but rather changes or considerations when using an app like this in practice and issues around training. Therefore, there were 4 changes made to the app from the high priority recommendations, however other points raised would need to be considered when using the app in practice. Changes that were feasible to make are detailed below:
Key changes:

1. Disclaimer was added at the start of the app (before pain assessment starts) to inform people it is based on best evidence and the University is not accountable, this included a disclaimer to explain to the user that they are about to start the Abbey pain scale.

2. There is a thermometer pain scale within the app where users move up the scale to indicate higher levels of pain, colours were added to this scale changing from yellow – orange – red with increasing pain rating (yellow/orange (0-3) / orange/red (4-7) / red (7+)).

3. At the final page of the app pain assessment there was no option to go back if a mistake has been made within the assessment, therefore a back button was added.

4. Throughout the app the next and back buttons, following completion of each stage of the pain assessment, were not intuitive in terms of what side they were on (next button was on the lower left corner and back was on the lower right), these have been moved so next button is always on the right hand side.

Following the confirmed recommended changes the team met with the CMS staff where all recommended changes of medium/high priority were discussed and those that were feasible to change were amended.
DISCUSSION

Our study suggests that the iPhone pain assessment tool for older adults with cognitive impairment could prove to be a useful tool in the pre-hospital setting and potentially other populations with communication difficulties. It is well documented that poor pain assessment leads to poor pain management and consequently serious adverse effects and evidence suggests that one of the most common reasons for dialling 999 (in the UK) is because an individual is experiencing acute pain (21). By providing access to a tool, in the paramedic setting, that has been specifically developed to help identify/assess pain in a user friendly format, we could see improvements in pain management and subsequently improved quality of life for the adult with dementia with communication deficits.

Paramedic student and staff participants admitted that current pain assessment, in their clinical practice for the older adult with cognitive impairment, is not substantial and at times is ignored “I think we often just cart dementia patients off to hospital because we don’t feel comfortable enough assessing them properly”. Participants responded, on the whole, very positively to the concept behind the app and were enthusiastic about its use in practice providing changes were made, both in the app itself and in the way that technology is introduced into the clinical environment.

The most common concern raised was the use of technology in the paramedic setting and how appropriate this is, and the lack of adequate support for paramedic staff to allow them the opportunity to use app based assessment methods in practice. The majority of participants did not feel that use of an iPad, or similar electronic device, was currently possible in the clinical setting. While this was not something that could be changed at this stage, suggestions for the future included using electronic PRF systems regularly where the app could be incorporated and changing the way paramedics work and record data to a more electronic based method.

There were a number of practical suggestions provided to make the app more intuitive from a user’s perspective, the majority of these were picked up by the Delphi expert panel as being of high priority to change, including: rewording of certain questions; linking aspects of the app together so they corresponded with each other; and inclusion of the temperature colours on the thermometer pain scale. The use of the Wong Baker faces scale was repeatedly brought up in the focus groups, due to its common use in paramedic practice, however due to recent evidence it was decided that this would not be incorporated. Sampson and colleagues (22) found that, although it is widely used in UK hospitals, approximately half of older adult participants with dementia were unable to use this scale, and this proportion increased with more severe dementia. Research by Stinson et al (23) used a similar method in determining the usability of their iPhone pain assessment app for adolescents with cancer. Authors found that through testing usability of the app, at an early stage, they were able to refine it and improve it.

There was a clear lack of adequate training and awareness around pain assessment in older adults with cognitive impairment. Many participants felt that by attending the focus groups they were already beginning to think about the complex nature of pain assessment in this population. This is beneficial in terms of the app as, even if it is not regularly used, it has already started to make paramedics think more carefully and become more observant of older adults and what their pain needs might be. Regarding training, it is evident that this is an issue that requires further work to ensure our paramedic staff are being trained on key issues that they face on a daily basis in practice.

There were a number of recommended changes that were interesting but not feasible to implement at this point in time. Participants were keen to include a summary or record at the end of the app to allow a re-calculation of pain
score following administration of pain relief. While this would be beneficial for paramedics it was not possible to incorporate into the app at present as this would require recording of patient data.

There are a range of limitations with the study that need to be acknowledged. While authors utilised two paramedic services in their recruitment of participants, chosen due to pre-formed links, it is possible that the perspective of the participants may not apply to other paramedic services. Additionally, the paramedics recruited were all trainees, this was due to convenience sampling through our links within Greenwich and local ambulance trusts. It is possible that, as trainees, the paramedic students may not have had sufficient understanding of the clinical issues to provide informed feedback. However, the use of a Delphi panel to select the highest priority changes ensured authors had consensus across all levels of experience. In future work we aim to recruit fully trained paramedics.

Previous reviews of pain apps have found that the majority of apps available are for pain education, pain management or pain relief, as opposed to pain assessment. Of the apps that are available the majority do not use evidence-based features (16). The current iPhone app utilises the Abbey Pain Scale as its method of pain assessment, this scale is one of the most commonly used pain assessment tool for people with dementia. Any app that is to be used in clinical practice needs to have content that is valid, relevant and evidence based to ensure it is useful the user group. Involving users in app design can lead to products with better content and interface, improved functionality and usability (24). The purpose of this current project was to understand the usability of the pain app in paramedic practice and to refine the app accordingly. In doing so we carefully considered the opinions of those who would be actively using it in practice and made changes in response to their concerns.

In completing research like this it is essential that it can feed back into future developments of similar apps, particularly those in the health field. Following completion of this evaluation we have a few key recommendations to offer to others who are developing and testing apps to improve pain care:

- Developers should consider the fact that the use of technology in clinical settings is a potential barrier to people up-taking new apps in this setting, while it should not stop people from developing new apps as the digital age is going to continue, consideration needs to be given to what barriers this might create
- It is essential to get key stakeholder (to include end user) feedback when developing any app, those who are using an app directly in practice need to be the ones to help drive the development of it – aside from the fact that they are the ones who are going to be using it and pain apps are generally designed to make practice easier for those using it, users can also pick up on practical aspects that can be missed by designers

This study has provided new insight into an innovative method for pain assessment in the paramedic setting. An important finding was the distinct lack of training in this area, therefore future work should focus on developing training packages for paramedics and investigating how electronic devices can be integrated and accepted in the clinical setting. The benefits of implementing such tools are potentially wide reaching, and could have a particular impact on improving paramedics’ knowledge and confidence in pain assessment for older adults with cognitive impairment. Finally, we have applied for further funding, with an aim to test usability in the clinical environment across several NHS trusts throughout the UK.
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